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Abstract 
 

A malicious Uniform Resource Locator (URL) recognition and detection method based on the 
combination of Attention mechanism with Convolutional Neural Network and Long 
Short-Term Memory Network (Attention-Based CNN-LSTM), is proposed. Firstly, the 
WHOIS check method is used to extract and filter features, including the URL texture 
information, the URL string statistical information of attributes and the WHOIS information, 
and the features are subsequently encoded and pre-processed followed by inputting them to 
the constructed Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) convolution layer to extract local 
features. Secondly, in accordance with the weights from the Attention mechanism, the 
generated local features are input into the Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) model, and 
subsequently pooled to calculate the global features of the URLs. Finally, the URLs are 
detected and classified by the SoftMax function using global features. The results demonstrate 
that compared with the existing methods, the Attention-based CNN-LSTM mechanism has 
higher accuracy for malicious URL detection. 
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1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of Internet technology, maintaining the Network security 
becomes more and more important. Network attackers make use of phishing websites, hacker 
attacks, malicious attacks, exploits and other new technologies [1]-[5]to attack and deceive 
users,which makes it more difficult to detect malicious Uniform Resource Locators (URL). 
For example, rogue websites leak user's sensitive information, resulting in property loss or 
personal information being stolen, or even install malware in the users’ system to implement 
financial fraud, causing tremendous property losses to the users and leading to great confusion 
to the state management. Therefore, how to use the existing technology of feature extraction 
and deep learning to effectively identify malicious URL has become a research hotspot. 

For malicious URL recognition and detection issues, therehave been a lot of studies. There 
was a method based on the blacklist [6], which is a list containing malicious URLs already 
marked out, IP addresses or keywords. Sahoo D et al.[7] used the method to identify and detect 
malicious URLs, mainly by looking up the URL blacklist to judge whether a URL to be 
detected is malicious. Provided that it is marked in the list, the URL is malicious, otherwise it 
is benign. Thanks to the blacklist technology, individuals can simply and accurately detect 
malicious URLs that have been identified, thereby lowering the error rate. Nevertheless, the 
method can merely spot malicious URLs that have been found and it is not suitable for others, 
consequently it can easily cause mistakes. In order to improve the situation of missed 
judgments, Prakash Pawan et al.[8] proposed a method named Phishnet for blacklisting 
technology. 

As the blacklist mechanism have disadvantages of false judgments, the researchers 
designed and implemented a method for malicious URL recognition and detection based on 
heuristic rules, detailedly, on the correlation among malicious URLs. In 2007, Zhang Yue et al. 
[1] analyzed the relevance of URLs by using the classical algorithm named Term 
Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) and got results and other statistical 
information. The method does not need to know the malicious URL and other information in 
advance, it can spot some unrecognized malicious URLs according to the existing rules. 
Therefore, the fuzzy matching technology based on heuristic rules greatly lowers the 
mis-judgment rate. However, heuristic rules are obtained by statistical analysis of existing 
malicious URLs or manual summarization and these rules depend on the knowledge of 
corresponding fields, so it is difficult to update. 

Due to the high rate of false judgement of the blacklist method and the difficulty of 
updating the heuristic rules, the researchers further proposed a more systematic method based 
on machine learning for identifying and detecting malicious URLs[9]-[13]. Machine learning 
can be broadly divided into supervised learning, unsupervised learning and semi-supervised 
learning, using a lot of tagged URL samples as the trained set to acquire the ability of 
prediction. In 2010, Liu Gang et al.[14]used the Hyperlinks and the sorting relationship of 
keywords as statistical features to identify malicious URL attacks using Density-Based Spatial 
Clustering Application with Noise (DBSCAN), one of the machine learning algorithms. Ma et 
al.[15]-[17] used machine learning algorithms to classify and detect malicious URLs based on 
DNS information, WHOIS information, and URL grammar features. Although machine 
learning methods generalize well, one potential drawback of these methods for malicious URL 
detection is their instensive resourcesespecially when extracting non-trivial and 
computationally expensive features. 

https://fanyi.so.com/%23detailedly
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In view of the current exponential growth trend of the importance of cybersecurity to 
human beings, it is imperative to propose a more accurate method for detecting malicious 
URLs. By mining the texture information, the string statistical information of attributes (SSIA) 
and WHOIS information hid in the malicious URLs, this article uses Attention-Based 
CNN-LSTM to effectively identify malicious URLs and improve the accuracy rate. 

2. The algorithm model 

2.1 Attention build 
Attention is a mechanism that can flexibly select context information and use it as a reference 
[18]-[19]. It was first proposed in machine translation [20] to solve the encoder-decoder 
problem, which implies all necessary information should be compressed as the encoding 
vector with the length being X. In essence, attention is a measure of similarity. If the accuracy 
in identifying a target depends on the input greatly, the weights will be larger and the output 
depends on the current input largely. 

In this paper, the attention mechanism is introduced in the expression of the malicious URL 
feature, which can highlight the importance of key features to detect malicious URLs. Assume 
that ix represents an URL feature vector, i n dx R ×∈  ( n represents the amount of the URL data, 
d represents the dimension of the feature vector), ia represents the importance of different 
features in the URL. The vector ia  is weighted average of the n pieces of data, and the larger 

ia  is, the more important this feature is in detecting malicious URLs. The feature vector ix is 

input into the attention mechanism and the output value iy is obtained by automatical 
weight ia : 

ni
i ii

y a h=∑ .                                                 (1) 
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where, G  is a function to calculate the importance of ix . 
( , ) tanh( )T

i k i kG h h A V h V h ba b= ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + .                            (3) 

where,Va and Vb represent the parameter matrix, b  represents the offset matrix, A  represents 

the parameter vector,and TA represents the transposition of the parameter vector. 
Through the attention model, the URL characteristic valuesare obtained. The features 

which have greater impact on the URL classification are selected, and then are granted with 
larger weightto participate in the next step of calculation. Therefore, we can obtain more 
critical URL features as input for malicious URL detection. The illustration of the attention 
framework is shown in Fig. 1: 
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Fig. 1. Attention framework diagram 

 

2.2 Attention-Based CNN-LSTM construction 
In this paper, the attentional weight can be used to select the malicious URL features with high 
correlation. Therefore, the attention-based CNN-LSTM model is composed of the attention 
mechanism and the CNN-LSTM model.The model is imported the results of local features 
extracted by CNN into LSTM model, and maximizes pooling processing [21]-[22] to obtain 
global features. Last, the Softmax classifier is used. The specific network structure of the 
model is shown in Fig. 2. 
 

Building the Attention-CNN-LSTM model

Building a CNN-LSTM model
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Fig. 2. Network structure of the Attention-Based CNN-LSTM model 

 
The URL dataset is used to obtain n-dimensional URL features by WHOIS check. First, 

CNN is used to extract local features. Assuming that th  is the t-th convolutional layer, then 

1( )t t t th g h eω−= ⊗ + .                                           (4) 

Where tω  represents the weight vector of convolution kernel of the t-th layer; the 
operation symbol “⊗ ” represents the convolution operation of the convolution kernel and the 
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output of the convolution is added to the offset vector te  of the t -th layer. Finally, through the 
nonlinear activation function ( )g x , th  is obtained. 

Assume that the matrix corresponding to the i -th URL and its features can be represented 

as 
i i

jx xR × , | |ix represents the i -th URL, | |i
jx represents the j -th feature of i -th URL, the i -th 

row in the matrix represents the characteristic value corresponding to the i -th URL. After 
processing the features through CNN, the input sequences 1 2 3{ , , , , }nH h h h h=  are obtained, 
the weight ia averaged using the Attention mechanism and the matrix calculated by the 
formula (1) is added into the LSTM thereby, an output feature is obtained. Among them, iI ，

iF ， iO represent the three mechanisms of Input, Forget, and Output in LSTM respectively. 
The specific addition method is described in the following formulas: 

1( )−= ⋅ + ⋅ +i aI i bI i II f w y w h b .                                 (5) 

1( )i aF i bF i FF f w y w h b−= ⋅ + ⋅ + .                                   (6) 
1( )i aO i bO i OO f w y w h b−= ⋅ + ⋅ + .                                  (7) 

1tanh( )i ac i bc i cP w y w h b−= ⋅ + ⋅ + .                                 (8) 
Where P represents a sigmoid activation function, and the input transform: 

In summary, the specific algorithm steps of the Attention-Based CNN-LSTM model are as 
follows: 

① Use the WHOIS check method to extract URL features; 

②Obtain the feature vector ix  through the encoding mechanism; 
③  Drop out the feature vector ix and inputting it into the model (Attention-Based 

CNN-LSTM) to extract local features according to Eq. (4); 
④Calculate the weight ia according to Eq. (2) and calculating the output characteristics of 

the LSTM model by using the Eq. (5), (6), (7), and (8); 
⑤ Pool the output features of the model and calculating the global features of the URL 

waited to be identified; 
⑥ The classification result is obtained by activating the function of softmax, the result is 

equal to 1 for a malicious URL and the result is equal to 0 for a benign one. 

3. Feature extraction 

3.1 URL overview 
A URL represents a unified address of a network resource. The URL has two main 
components:  

(I) Protocol identifier, which indicates the protocol to use. The most common mode is the 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which can be available to the network. Other agreements 
are shown in Table 1: 
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Table 1. Protocol names and their meanings 
Protocol Name Protocol Meaning 

http Hypertext transfer protocol resourcesPlanning 
https Hypertext Transfer Protocol with Secure Sockets Layer Transport 
ftp File Transfer Protocol 

mailto Email address 
ldap Lightweight Directory Access Protocol Search 
file Local computers or files shared online 

news Usenet News Group 
gopher Gopher protocol 
telnet Telnet protocol 

(II) Resource name refers to the name or IP address of the server, the latter being the path to 
the file and the name of the file itself. The server's name or IP address is sometimes followed 
by a colon and a port number. It can also include the user name and password of the contacted 
server. 

3.2 Feature selection 
In the actual application of machine learning, the number of features is always large, among 
which may exist always irrelevant features or relevant ones, so the number of features easily 
leads to the following phenomenon: 

(I)The larger the number of features is, the longer time it takes to analyze features and train 
the model. 

(II)The larger the number of features is, the more likely it is to cause ‘dimensionaldisasters’, 
the more complex the model will be and its ability to popularizewill decline.Feature selection 
can eliminate irrelevant or redundant features, thereby reducing the number of features, 
improving the accuracy rate of the model and declining the running time. On the other hand, 
the selection of truly relevant features can simplify the model and make it easier for 
researchers to understand the process of data generation. Therefore, the feature selection can 
improve the accuracy of detecting malicious URLs to a certain extent. 

3.3 Feature extraction 
The most important part of malicious URL recognition and detection is the extraction of 
malicious URL features. The selection of features is directly related to the accuracy of 
classification. 

3.3.1 Texture feature extraction 
For the same type of malicious URLs, there are certain similarities in the texture. Each byte in 
the .csv file expressed in hexadecimal is in the middle of 00-FF, which can correspond to the 
gray value 0-255. Malicious URL classification strategy based on the machine learning 
displayed the texture features in grayscale [23]-[24].The analysis of malicious URL texture 
features is shown in Fig. 3: 
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Fig. 3.  Analysis of malicious URL texture features 

3.3.2 URL string statistics information of attributes 
The URL contains a lot of information, some of which can be used as the basis for malicious 
URL classification. The purpose of URL analysis is to find out the features that are useful for 
classification. The information contained in the URL includes the length of URL and whether 
the URL contains some character strings, so this information is called the URL string 
statistical information of attributes. The basic data of this experiment is obtained in advance 
from the open source website PhishTank and through web crawlers. It obtains relevant 
information coming from URL analysis and related research, including the total length of the 
URL, the number of URL letters, the number of URL digits, DNS, URL Date and so on. 
According to the URL standard specification [25] and the observation and statistics done by 
Lin Hailun et al.[26], it can be found that a malicious URL has the following characteristics: 

 
Table 2. URL SSIA extraction rules 

URL SSIA Meaning 
FT1 The number of "." in the URL 
FT2 The total length of the URL 
FT3 The number of uppercase English letters in the URL 
FT4 The number of lowercase English letters in the URL 
FT5 The number of Arabic numerals in the URL 
FT6 The number of special characters ("#", "@", "_", "&", etc.) in the URL 
FT7 The proportion of uppercase English letters in the URL to the total length of the URL 
FT8 The proportion of lowercase English letters in the URL to the total length of the URL 
FT9 The proportion of Arabic digits in the URL to the total length of the URL 

FT10 The proportion of special characters in the URL to the total length of the URL 
FT11 Does it contain an IP address 
FT12 Whether the top-level domain is the top five domains (com,cn, net, org, cc) 
 
In addition to the main string statistical information of attributes listed in Table 2, there are 

such things as the number of the separator "/", the maximum length of the character between 
the separator "/", the largest length of continuous number, the largest length of consecutive 
letter, the conversion frequency of number and letter, the conversion frequency of uppercase 
and lowercase letters and the significant coefficients in the primary domain name. The string 
statistical information of attributes obtained by extracting the URL, which can be used as one 
of the bases for detecting a malicious URL. 

3.3.3 WHOIS information features 
WHOIS is a database which helps determine whether a domain name has already been 
registered and contains the relevant details such as domain name owner, domain name 
registrar, domain registration date and expiration date, etc. if it has. It is available to obtain 
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WHOIS information and extract key features such as registrant's name, phone number, and 
email by probing WHOIS basis of the domain name. Through the WHOIS check, it is possible 
to know how many domain name and sites the registrar owns, the registration information of 
the domain name usually includes the domain name, domain name registrant, domain name 
registrar, telephone number, and email. Table 3 provides a brief description of the 
characteristics and meanings of URLsin the WHOIS check. 

 
Table 3. Features and meanings obtained from WHOIS check 

Feature name Meaning 
Registrar A business entity or organization. 

Registrants Registered domain names for individual objects. 
Email The mailbox used to register the domain name. 

Domain Name Server(DNS) Used to translate domain names into computer-readable IP addresses. 
Registration time The earliest possible starting time for registering a domain name. 

Expire date The time when the registered domain name can be used up to 
The above key information extracted by WHOIS informationcan be used as the features for 

malicious URL detection. 

4. Experimental evaluation 

4.1 Experimental environment and experimental data sources 
The experimental hardware andsoftware environment is shown in Table 4 and Table 5: 

 
Table 4.  Hardware environment 

Name Value 
Operating System Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate (64-bit / Service Pack 1) 

CPU AMD E2-3800 APU withRadeon(TM) HD Graphics 
CPU frequency 1.30GHz 

CPU cores 4 Nuclear 
Memory (RAM) 4.00GB 

Storage 500 GB 
 

Table 5. Software environment 
Name Function Version 

Anaconda Scientific computing package (theano, pandas, 
TensorFlow, sklearn, numpy, etc.) 3-5.1.0 

PyCharm Building deep learning  models environment 2017.3.3 
 
In this experiment, the dataset is from PhishTank, a well-known open source website. It 

contains 16055 malicious URLs. In addition, we crawlednormal URLsfrom some popular 
websites and obtained 12091 items after pre-processing. 

 

4.2 Experimental results and analysis 
This experiment analyzes the influence of the variable on the experimental results from two 
aspects: model parameters and different models. Randomly select 17,000 experimental data to 
determine variable parameters (number of features, number of iterations, etc.) through 
multiple sets of experiments, randomly select 80% of the samples as training data, 20% as test 
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ones, and adopt a 10 fold cross-validation method, then use uniform performance indicators to 
predict accuracy (Accuracy) Eq. (9) andloss rate (Loss) Eq. (10) in order to evaluate the 
performance of the model. 

= positive

total

Q
Accurary

Q
.                                             (9) 

In equation (9), positiveQ indicates the number of samples correctly classified by the model, and 

totalQ indicates the total number of experimental samples. 

( )
1

1 ˆ ˆlog (1 ) log 1
=

= + − −∑
n

i i i i
i

Loss l l l l
n .                            (10) 

In equation (9), n  indicates the number of samples, il  indicates i -th sample actual category, 

and îl  indicates i -th sample predicted category. 

4.2.1 The effect of model parameters on experimental results 
The setting of experimental parameters has important significance to the overall performance 
of the model. The irrationality of setting parameters will affect the effective use of features, 
consequently, affect the recognition and detection of malicious URLs. Therefore, in order to 
optimize the experimental results, on the same dataset, the variable parameters are tested and 
the optimal parameters are determined according to the prediction accuracy, including the 
setting of variable parameters such as the type of features, vector dimensions and the number 
of iterations. 

(1) Influence of feature types on experimental results 
 

Table 6. Experimental result of different characteristic types 
Feature SSIA Texture Time DNS1 DNS2 Registrar Registrant Email 

Accuracy (%) 96.74 80.85 78.00 80.97 80.35 80.12 76.09 76.00 
Loss (%) 10.46 42.56 50.59 42.84 42.79 42.36 49.21 51.73 
(2) The effect of vector dimensions on experimental results 

 
Table 7. Experimental results of vector dimensions 

vector 
dimensions 224 217 187 157 127 97 67 66 55 21 

Accuracy (%) 97.59 97.79 97.88 97.79 98.00 98.18 97.62 97.68 93.82 91.71 
Loss (%) 6.97 6.59 6.97 6.65 6.81 6.16 7.01 7.63 15.75 19.86 
 
In order to test the accuracy of data feature for malicious URLs detection, this section 

experiment on the condition of the same dataset (17,000 data is selected, in which the number 
of malicious URL data and benign URL data is 8500 respectively), verify the impact on the 
experimental results from feature types of the data characteristics and vector dimensions. 

As is shown in Table 6, because the URL statistical information of attributes is the most 
basic feature of the URL, it has the highest accuracy for detecting malicious URLs. In addition 
to the URL statistical information of attributes, the DNS feature embraces obvious effect for 
detecting malicious URLs. Therefore, selecting a sample type that has a higher accuracy rate 
for detecting a malicious URL further verifies the effect of the URL feature on the 
experimental result. 
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It can be seen from Table 7 that when the number of URL features is 97, the accuracy of 
the experimental results reaches a maximum of 98.18% and when the number of URL features 
increases or decreases, the accuracy of the experimental results is sligtly lower than that. This 
experiment indicates that the phenomenon of over-fitting and dimensional catastrophe occurs 
when the number of URL features is too large, and this is also verified by the observation of 
the experimental process.  

As is shown in Table 7, when the vector dimension is gradually increased, the 
classification effect is improved. It can be seen that the model fail to fully learn the higher 
dimensional feature informations of the URL during the training process. When the vector 
dimension is 97, the accuracy of the experimental results maximally reaches 98.18%, 
achieving optimal classification effect. However, with the gradual further increasement of the 
vector dimension, the classification effect falls behind. This demonstrates that when the vector 
dimensions hits a certain threshold, it will cause characteristic information that cannot fully 
express the URL and over-fitting phenomenon, resulting in fluctuation of the classification 
results. Reasonable selection of vector dimensions has a significant impact on the results, so in 
this paper the number of 97 is selected as the dimension of URL detection. 

(3) The effect that the number of iteration has on experimental results 
 

Table 8. Experimental results of the number of iteration 

Iterations 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 

Accuracy (%) 97.71 97.82 97.97 97.59 97.76 98.18 97.82 97.65 98.00 97.79 
Loss (%) 6.98 6.24 6.18 6.67 7.07 6.16 6.45 6.96 7.36 7.84 
 
It can be seen from Table 8 that when the number of iterations of the experiment is 18, the 

accuracy of the experimental results reaches a maximum of 98.18%; It also reached 98% for 
12 and 24, and there are troughs between the number of iterations 12 and 18, 18 and 24, but the 
lowest accuracy of the experimental results also reached 97.59%. When the experimental 
model learns the number of iterations overtraining, the noise in the training data and the 
non-representative features in the training examples are fitted. Therefore, according to the 
accuracy and loss rate of the experimental results in this section, experimental model’s the 
number of iteration is set to 18 as the optimal experimental parameter.  

4.2.2 Comparison with other models 
In order to further verify that the proposed method has better recognition and detection effect 
than the traditional methods, the model detection results proposed in this paper are compared 
with the results of shallow Random Forest (RF), Gaussian Bayesian (GaussianNBO), deep 
Long Short-Term Memory Neural Network (LSTM) and Convolutional Neural Networks 
(CNN), while the other neural networks have the same network topology as the 
Attention-Based CNN-LSTM model. The different models are compared with each other 
under the precondition of same variables, including the setting of hyperparameters such as the 
number of experimental sample, the ratio of training samples to test samples, the ratio of 
benign sample numbers to malicious sample numbers, the type of features, the votor 
dimensions and the number of iterations. The specific experimental results are shown in Table 
9: 
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Table 9. Comparison of experimental data for every feature of different models 
Feature/ 

Accuracy (%) 
Attribute- 

Information Texture DNS1 Registrar Time URL Overall- 
Features 

CNN 96.38 79.68 77.29 79.68 77.47 96.74 
LSTM 96.06 79.18 74.09 78.56 77.18 96.71 

Attention-Based 
CNN-LSTM 96.74 80.85 80.97 80.12 78.00 98.18 

RF 94.19 69.88 76.06 79.37 70.40 93.35 
GaussianNBO 96.38 62.91 64.09 67.16 66.15 94.91 

 
The accuracy of the recognition and detection of the URL string statistical information of 

attributes by each model is close to the accuracy of the recognition and detection of the overall 
features, indicating that the URL string information feature contributes the most to the 
malicious URL recognition and detection and the second is the texture information feature. 
For the texture information feature, because the deep neural network can map similar URLs to 
the nearest neighbor distance of the texture feature vector and establish texture similarity 
matching deeply, the effect of deep neural network on malicious URL recognition and 
detection is obviously better than that the shallow makes. 

The deep neural network model has better effect on the recognition and detection of the 
overall features than the individual feature detection. For the shallow neural network, the use 
of URL string statistical information of attributes to identify and detect malicious URLs is 
better than the overall feature recognition and detection. It shows that when the vector 
dimension increases, the deep neural network can deal with the feature processing of higher 
dimensions while the shallow neural network is prone to over-fitting. 

Under the same characteristics, because of the outstanding feature learning ability of the 
deep neural network model, deeper hidden features can be excavated and the feature 
representation ability is enhanced. Therefore, the effect of the recognition and detection of the 
deep neural network model is better than the shallow and [27]-[28]; in the deep neural network 
model, the Attention-Based CNN-LSTM introduces attention mechanism. Because the 
accuracy of the current URL feature input and target detection in the attention mechanism is 
higher, the input of the current feature will be assigned with larger weights. Attention-Based 
CNN-LSTM will prioritize the characteristics that have larger weights to identify and detect 
the target. Therefore, the Attention-Based CNN-LSTM recognition and detection is generally 
better than CNN and LSTM. 

5. Conclusion 
This paper proposes an Attention-based CNN-LSTM model to achieve malicious URL 
recognition and detection. Experiments have shown that the accuracy of this method in 
detecting malicious URLs is significantly higher than those of shallow neural networks 
and single deep neural networks. The key of this model lies in extracting and filtering the 
texture information of the URL to be detected, the statistical attribute information of the 
URL string and the WHOIS information and then encoding those characteristics so that 
there is good linear separability of the features. Attention mechanism is then combined 
with the CNN-LSTM model to highlight key features and maximize their pooling for 
global features. Although the texture information feature is considered in the feature 
extraction process, and the Attention-Based CNN-LSTM model is used for classification 
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detection, there are still some areas need to be improved in identifying and detecting 
malicious URLs, such as the number of feature extractions and limitation of the 
effectiveness. How to make full use of the deep learning model and neural network 
model to better detect malicious URLs will be the focus of the next step. 
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